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• from 1990 to 2002 the company General Magic tried to
popularize the architecture for a “Personal Information
Communicator” (what we would today call a PDA)
• they provided a 68000-based reference hardware architecture
and an Operating System called Magic Cap to a group of
Consumer Electronics licensees like Motorola, Sony, Matsushita
• these companies sold their versions of Magic Cap devices and
you can see them in the exhibition at booth 29
• however, the next step of General Magic should have been the
introduction of a fundamentally new Computing Paradigm
supported by a new Programming Language
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• Mobile Agents, or Mobile Software Agents, is a Computing Paradigm where
– there are single programs called Mobile Agents
– these Mobile Agents can move from computer to computer
• also the state of the program (e.g. variables) moves

– the Mobile Agents can communicate locally with services on this computer

• As a result, at least conceptually, Mobile Agent programs are normal
programs that contain some “move” commands; the next command is then
executed on the target computer
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we want to build a search engine using mobile agents
the search engine program creates mobile agents that shall get the search index
of local web servers
computer A opens a network connection to each web server and sends a mobile
agent
now the mobile agent asks for all local web pages and creates an index
computer B opens a network connection to computer A and sends back the
agents (including the index)
finally, the mobile agent delivers the index for inclusion in the big index

Why, how, and what about...?
• this usually triggers immediately a lot of questions and concerns
• we will answer some of them in the following, e.g.:
– Why do we want to do that? What are the benefits?
– Doesn’t this raise a lot of security problems?
Are mobile agents viruses or worms?
– How do you do that?
Typically, programming languages are not supporting this type of
execution...

Why?
• This is already the biggest problem in the entire mobile agents area
• The answer is two-fold, and it will turn out later on that it is not a good
answer (finally leading to the demise of the entire field of Mobile Agents)
• The first answer can be found in the seminal General Magic White Paper
on Mobile Agents and Telescript from 1993
• It states a mismatch between
– the fact that services and information on the web are made for interactions
by humans
– and the needs of applications to have an interface made for programs

Example
• You want to offer a new service that can both reserve tickets for a

theater play and a table in a restaurant afterwards
• Nowadays, you have to write some code that simulates a human
reading web pages and fill out web forms
• You need separate code for different reservation systems
• You need to adapt this code every time a reservation systems
changes a detail on the web page

Why?
• The solution (according to the White Paper) is a Mobile Agent
infrastructure that provides standard ways for a
– provider to provide services and information so programs can use them
– client program to use these services and information
– mediator so providers can announce services and programs can find them

• The problem statement was (and basically still is) valid: there was (is) no
common infrastructure and marketplace for programs to interact
• However, it is questionable whether
– a Mobile Agent system is the only way to go
– this is really mainly a technical problem, the bigger problem is the
organizational (e.g. market power-related) aspect

Why?
The second answer tries to find technical advantages in the scenario, e.g.:
• Inherent Asynchronicity
– The sender and receiver computers need to be connected only during the
transmission of the agent, but not while the agent interacts with the receiver
computer
– This is advantageous in a scenario with no permanent, unreliable or expensive
communication or when communication (battery) power shall be saved

• Saving Network Traffic
– If the mobile agent processes more data locally than it brings back, the overall
communication amount is reduced
– This is undoubtedly true, but there are rarely scenarios where this is the case:
• even in e.g. a Search Engine scenario where a mobile agent calculates an index on
a local web server, the index is often larger than the indexed data

What about Security?
• I’m glad you asked: see my (German) PhD thesis on that topic 
• by and large, there are two big aspects regarding this topic:
– the security of the computer from attacks by
the executed mobile agent program
• this is a very similar problem to the execution of e.g. Javascript in a browser
• and, no, mobile agents are neither viruses nor worms: they can move only to computers that
have installed special environments for mobile agents

– the security of the mobile agent program from
attacks by the executing computer
• the computer must not be able to e.g.:
– read some protected variables in the program
– change the control flow in the program

• this is a very hard problem that is (to my knowledge) only partially solved today

How do you do that technically?
• the only difficulty is to handle the movement aspect:
– when calling the “move” command, the state of the program needs to be externalized
(e.g. using Serialization or the like in some languages)
– as it is very difficult in an unmodified runtime environment to start a program at an
arbitrary line, usually a framework of callable procedures is used (like a lifecyle of a
thread), e.g. a start() and stop() procedure
– then, the “move” command is the last line to be executed on the old computer

• in existing programming languages, one defines all needed elements as
libraries or classes as usual
• another possibility, of course, is to design a new programming language
that offers all needed elements directly at the programming level
– voila: Telescript

Telescript concepts in a nutshell
• There are three main concepts to Telescript: agents, places
and "go".
• Agents "go" to places, where they interact with other agents
to get work done on a user's behalf.
• In order to go to places, agents need tickets
• In order to use resources, agents need permits
• Tickets and permits are created by authorities, e.g. a person
or a company
• Two agents can meet up using a meeting

Telescript (1995)
• Telescript is an object-oriented, strongly typed, programming
language (High Telescript)
• It is compiled into (interpreted) Bytecode (Low Telescript)
• Telescript supports directly:
–
–
–
–
–

multi-threading
objekt persistency
process synchronisation
resource control
automatic memory management

• The language is implemented by the Telescript engine. The
Telescript engine is a multitasking interpreter that integrates onto
an operating system through a programming interface called the
Telescript API. The Telescript engine is a server implementation

Telescript: Example
PieStoreModule: module = (
#include "pie.i"
PieBuyer: class(Agent) = (
public
live: sponsored op() = {
*.go(*.destination);
myPie = place@PieSeller.sellPie();
*.go(*.originPlace);
};
);
PieSeller: class(Place) = (
public
sellPie: op() Pie = {
aPie: Pie | Nil;
aPie = *.getPieFromStock;
if (aPie = nil) {
PieBuyer(*.distributorTicket, Permit(nil));
aPie = *.waitForPie();
return aPie;
};
};
);
);

taken from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telescript_(programming_language)

Telescript: Example
this class is a mobile agent

move to the target
computer

PieBuyer: class(Agent) = (
public
find a “PieSeller”
service there
live: sponsored op() = {
{*.go(*.destination);
standard agent
myPie = place@PieSeller.sellPie();
startup
procedure
*.go(*.originPlace); };
);
and buy some pie
Telescript name
for “self”

move back to
computer where the
agent was created

Telescript:
Example
this class is a place
PieSeller: class(Place) = (
this variable either holds a Pie object or
public
nothing
sellPie: op() Pie = {
if we have a pie, this
aPie: Pie | Nil;
is the return value
aPie = *.getPieFromStock;
if (aPie = nil) {
if we do not have a pie,
create a PieBuyer agent
and send it out; wait for
the return; return the pie

};

};
);

PieBuyer(*.distributorTicket, Permit(nil));

aPie = *.waitForPie();
return aPie;

IDE: Tabriz AgentWare & Agent Tools
There was an IDE that allowed you to write, test, and deploy mobile agents in
Telescript:
• Tabriz Agent Tools suite offered:
– A Telescript engine able to execute Mobile Agents on a server
– A full set of Web class libraries
– The fully integrated, graphical Telescript Development Environment, complete with
source-level debugging, a class browser, program manager, compiler,
– Sample code for email notification, registration log-in, and administration
– On-line documentation and Sample applications

In order to actually run a Telescript server, you could use:
• Tabriz AgentWare offering:
– The Telescript execution environment
– All the components that are required to host a Tabriz application
– Management facilities to manage the server, subscribers, and applications

IDE: Tabriz AgentWare & Agent Tools
System Requirements
•

One of the following systems:
–
–
–

•
•
•
•
•
•

Hewlett-Packard 700/800 series running HP UX version 9.04 or 9.05 with C 9.61 and C++ 3.50
Sun SPARCstation running Solaris 2.5 with C 2.0.1 and C++ 2.0.1
SGI IRIS Indigo running IRIX 5.3 with C 3.1.8 and C++ 3.2.1

A minimum of 32 MB RAM for Tabriz Agent Tools; a minimum of 64 MB RAM for Tabriz
AgentWare
200 MB free disk space for full installation of both Tabriz Agent Tools and Tabriz
AgentWare, 105 MB for minimum Tabriz AgentWare installation
Perl version 5.0
Color X terminal or a black-and-white X terminal supporting 256 shades of gray
For Tabriz Agent Tools, a text editor available to edit Telescript, C, and C++ source files
and makefiles
C and C++, if you will be developing external processes using Tabriz Agent Tools

What happened to Telescript and “Mobile
Agents”?
• General Magic’s approach of mobile communication devices came
too late and the devices were too expensive
–
–
–
–

1993: Apple Newton (with handwriting recognition)
1994: First Magic Cap device (without hadnwriting recognition)
1995: GSM has 10M subscribers
1996: Palm Pilot

• As a consequence, General Magic did never develop the market
power to set a standard in the mobile services world
• Also, because of the missing success of the company, General Magic
never launched a commercial agent infrastructure
• Therefore, also Telescript was never used commercially

What happened to Telescript and “Mobile
Agents”?
• In the academic world, Mobile Agents were always treated as
a Network Technology that had problems finding a killer
application where it made sense technically
(solution without a problem)

• It was a hot topic from 1995 to 2000
• Today, it is by and large dead

• Mobile Agents is a computing paradigm where a program
moves to a (special) server and interacts with services on
this server locally
• General Magic developed a proprietary programming
language to support this paradigm: Telescript
• General Magic had no commercial success, and Telescript
was never used commercially
• Mobile Agents are regarded today as a solution without a
problem

Resources
•
•
•

General Magic Homepage
http://www.datarover.com/
Wikipedia: Telescript
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telescript_(programming_language)
Hohl, Fritz: Sicherheit in Mobile-Agenten-Systemen. PhD Thesis, 2001
https://elib.uni-stuttgart.de/bitstream/11682/2491/1/DissFritzHohl.pdf

All (Official) Telescript Documents
Title

Version

Date

Beta

June, 1996

An Introduction to Safety and
Security in Telescript

?

?

Telescript Technology: The Foundation for the
Electronic Marketplace (Whitepaper)

-

1996

http://www.datarover.com/Telescript/Whitepapers/wp1/whitepaper-1.html

Telescript Technology: Scenes from the
Electronic Marketplace (Whitepaper)

-

1996

http://www.datarover.com/Telescript/Whitepapers/wp2/whitepaper-2.html

Telescript Technology: An Introduction to the
Language (Whitepaper)

-

1996

http://www.datarover.com/Telescript/Whitepapers/wp3/whitepaper-3.html

Telescript Technology: Mobile Agents
(Whitepaper)

-

1996

http://www.datarover.com/Telescript/Whitepapers/wp4/whitepaper-4.html

Telescript Programming Guide

Version 0.5 (ALPHA)

October 19, 1995

Telescript Language Reference

TDE 1_0 Alpha

October 1995

?

?

The Telescript Reference Manual

The world of Telescript technology

available as
http://www.datarover.com/Telescript/Documentation/TRM/
http://www.datarover.com/Telescript/SECURITY.PDF

http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~bcpierce/courses/629/papers/TelescriptProgGuide.ps.gz
http://bitsavers.informatik.unistuttgart.de/pdf/generalMagic/Telescript_Language_Reference_Oct95.pdf
<paper copy>

Telescript University Documents

1.0c (May 1994)

• „Telescript University“ was an early tutorial (at the General Magic
premises) on how to program Telescript
• I plan to digitise the set of paper copies I have and put them on my blog
Title

Version

Date

DRAFT (0.x)

June, 1993

<paper copy>

Telescript Language Excercises

1.1

8 August 1994

<paper copy>

Telescript Programming

1.0c

May 1994

<paper copy>

?

?

<paper copy>

1.0c

24 June 1994

<paper copy>

?

?

<paper copy>

Telescript Language Lessons

Telescript Programming Demonstrations
High Telescript

Telescript Programming Scripts-From-Scratch

available as

If you are interested in other computer history bits
and do not bother reading new posts rarely, please visit my blog:

www.randoc.wordpress.com

Telescript Papers
Title

available as

Mobile Telescript Agents and the Web

http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.18.338&rep=rep1&type=pdf

Evaluation of large-scale mobile multimedia communication
system built on Telescript agent platform-the Paseo Service

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/609775

